Topographic imaging of mineral and collagen in the calcifying turkey tendon.
Topographic imaging, a method of providing a direct view of ultrastructure in three dimensions, has been newly applied to a study of mineral crystals and collagen from calcifying turkey leg tendon. Individual crystals obtained from intact tendon were observed as thin platelets of irregular shape having a relatively smooth surface. Mineralized collagen fibrils isolated singly or examined in thin tissue sections were found to exhibit the characteristic 64-70 nm period and were associated with platelets and needle-like mineral. The crystals were disposed in numerous fashions, notably as small groups of platelets within individual collagen hole zones, as a number of needle-like densities arranged parallel to one another, or as a combination of platelets and needles over entire stretches of single collagen fibrils. The topographic observations of crystals and crystal-collagen interaction clearly demonstrate the plate-like habit of the mineral in calcifying turkey tendon and suggest that these crystals are located both within and on the surface of collagen fibrils. In certain sites such as the collagen hole zones, the crystals appear organized in a specific manner, possibly with a preferred c-axial orientation. Crystals of hydroxyapatite prepared in vitro and examined topographically are similar in habit and texture to the crystals from tendon. When interpretation of this method is corroborated by other independent microscopic techniques, topographic imaging has widespread potential application in many fields of study in which structural surface features of biological tissues or non-biological materials are of interest at the electron microscope level.